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– continued from No 546
special event was held at UNESCO Headquarters,

interweaving philosophy, cultural diversity and the

rapprochement of cultures - with the latter tying in to the

2010 celebration of the International Year for the

Rapprochement of Cultures. Since its creation,

has used philosophy to implement the ideals that inspired

its Constitution; these ideals stem from philosophical

tradition.

UNESCO's Director-General, Irina Bokova, inaugurated the

Paris event, which included an international forum on the

topic "Philosophy, Cultural Diversity and Rapprochement of

Cultures," with the participation of internationally

renowned philosophers and eminent figures, in addition to

a series of symposia and round-table discussions.

From the above two items it is quite evident that Iranian
scholars don’t know what to do with this nonsense
concept ‘political correctness’, as mentioned above. It is
really another term for ‘manners’ within a roughened
environment where Marxist-Feminist i
succeeded in large measure to use it as an instrument of
mental oppression that hamstrings individuals’ basic
moral actions by imposing, for example nonsense
conceptual framework such as the ‘Holocaust
narrative as a moral guide.
That this narrative has perverted and morally and
intellectually bankrupted western democracies is a given
and the UNESCO boycott of the Teheran conference is a
clear example of this. Indeed, there was mention made of

6.6 Tehran school bells ring for World Philosophy Day
Tehran Times Art Desk, November 21,

TEHRAN -- Bells at two Tehran schools were rung on

Saturday to symbolically announce the opening of the

World Philosophy Day events in Iran, one day prior to the

official opening. However, UNESCO, which is the founder

of the occasion, has previously withdrawn from

participating in programs organized by Iran.

the World Philosophy Day conference in Iran Gholam

Haddad-Adel attended a special ceremony at Farhang High

School, ringing the bell himself. The school, located on

Mo’allem Street, is one of a number of schools dedicated

exclusively to the humanities.

“I came to the Farhang High School to announce that our

country is the organizer of the World Philosophy Day

conference this year,” Haddad-Adel said during the

ceremony. “The day is celebrated in many countries and

this year great ceremonies have been organized for this

day in Iran,” he added.

Director of the Institute of Wisdom and Philosophy of Iran

Gholamreza Avani, who is also the deputy president of the

conference, also rang the bell at Farhang High School on

Damavand Street.
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special event was held at UNESCO Headquarters,

interweaving philosophy, cultural diversity and the

with the latter tying in to the

2010 celebration of the International Year for the

Rapprochement of Cultures. Since its creation, UNESCO

has used philosophy to implement the ideals that inspired

its Constitution; these ideals stem from philosophical

General, Irina Bokova, inaugurated the

Paris event, which included an international forum on the

ilosophy, Cultural Diversity and Rapprochement of

Cultures," with the participation of internationally-

renowned philosophers and eminent figures, in addition to

table discussions.

"Philosophy actually teaches diversity lesson

numerous schools of thought in all eras and on all

continents,"

Ms. Bokova said in her message

the intricacies of current issues, we sh

wealth in order to build our capacity to analyse reality."

She also called for intensified efforts to provide everyone

with quality education and an enabling environment in

which every man and woman can express his or her ideas

and enrich public debate in furtherance of justice and

peace.

http://newsblaze.com/story/20101119143248zzzz.nb/tops

tory.html

***
From the above two items it is quite evident that Iranian
scholars don’t know what to do with this nonsense
concept ‘political correctness’, as mentioned above. It is
really another term for ‘manners’ within a roughened

Feminist ideology has
succeeded in large measure to use it as an instrument of
mental oppression that hamstrings individuals’ basic
moral actions by imposing, for example nonsense
conceptual framework such as the ‘Holocaust-Shoah’

his narrative has perverted and morally and
intellectually bankrupted western democracies is a given
and the UNESCO boycott of the Teheran conference is a
clear example of this. Indeed, there was mention made of

this western demise by speakers at the Teher
conference that a revival of free expression is urgently
needed – and such an impulse may come again from
Persia as it did with Ibn Sina, better known in the western
world as Avicenna, AD 980-1037.
‘Political correctness’ would then be logically
as a flimsy fad or as a tool used by those who are afflicted
with a deeply authoritarian mindset, the petty bully
dictator who has nothing to offer, no dialogue because
‘there is nothing to discuss’, but is set on throwing
dissenting individuals into conceptual prisons that are
made up of and legally held together by ‘Holocaust
Shoah’ lies.

***
6.6 Tehran school bells ring for World Philosophy Day

Tehran Times Art Desk, November 21, 2010
Bells at two Tehran schools were rung on

Saturday to symbolically announce the opening of the

World Philosophy Day events in Iran, one day prior to the

UNESCO, which is the founder

of the occasion, has previously withdrawn from

participating in programs organized by Iran. President of

the World Philosophy Day conference in Iran Gholam-Ali

Adel attended a special ceremony at Farhang High

ging the bell himself. The school, located on

Mo’allem Street, is one of a number of schools dedicated

“I came to the Farhang High School to announce that our

country is the organizer of the World Philosophy Day

Adel said during the

ceremony. “The day is celebrated in many countries and

this year great ceremonies have been organized for this

Director of the Institute of Wisdom and Philosophy of Iran

s also the deputy president of the

conference, also rang the bell at Farhang High School on

In 2008, UNESCO accepted Iran’s bid to host this year’s

the World Philosophy Day, which has been celebrated since

2002. However, in a statement pu

UNESCO announced that it would not take part in the

World Philosophy Day events, which are scheduled to be

held from November 21 to 23 in Tehran.

“The conditions necessary to guarantee the effective

organization of a UN internationa

been met,” UNESCO Director-General Irina Bokova said in

the statement.

Haddad-Adel said that UNESCO’s withdrawal from the

events organized by Iran has produced “positive effects”

for the conference. “The number of the scholars seekin

attend the conference in Iran increased after UNESCO

announced it would dissociate itself from the World

Philosophy Day in the country,” he stated.

Iranian Ambassador and Permanent Delegate of the

Islamic Republic of Iran to UNESCO Mohammadreza Majidi

blamed Israeli lobbies, saying that UNESCO has pulled out

of the World Philosophy Day under pressure from the

Zionists. “The World Philosophy Day will be held in a more
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"Philosophy actually teaches diversity lessons through its

numerous schools of thought in all eras and on all

message for the Day. "In view of

the intricacies of current issues, we should tap into that

wealth in order to build our capacity to analyse reality."

She also called for intensified efforts to provide everyone

with quality education and an enabling environment in

which every man and woman can express his or her ideas

h public debate in furtherance of justice and

http://newsblaze.com/story/20101119143248zzzz.nb/tops

this western demise by speakers at the Teheran
conference that a revival of free expression is urgently

and such an impulse may come again from
Persia as it did with Ibn Sina, better known in the western

1037.
‘Political correctness’ would then be logically demolished
as a flimsy fad or as a tool used by those who are afflicted
with a deeply authoritarian mindset, the petty bully
dictator who has nothing to offer, no dialogue because
‘there is nothing to discuss’, but is set on throwing

into conceptual prisons that are
made up of and legally held together by ‘Holocaust-

In 2008, UNESCO accepted Iran’s bid to host this year’s

the World Philosophy Day, which has been celebrated since

2002. However, in a statement published on November 9,

UNESCO announced that it would not take part in the

World Philosophy Day events, which are scheduled to be

held from November 21 to 23 in Tehran.

“The conditions necessary to guarantee the effective

organization of a UN international conference have not

General Irina Bokova said in

Adel said that UNESCO’s withdrawal from the

events organized by Iran has produced “positive effects”

“The number of the scholars seeking to

attend the conference in Iran increased after UNESCO

announced it would dissociate itself from the World

Philosophy Day in the country,” he stated.

Iranian Ambassador and Permanent Delegate of the

Islamic Republic of Iran to UNESCO Mohammadreza Majidi

blamed Israeli lobbies, saying that UNESCO has pulled out

of the World Philosophy Day under pressure from the

Zionists. “The World Philosophy Day will be held in a more
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impressive manner this year than in past years,” he

added.

The conference secretary Mohammad-Hossein Imani-

Khoshkhu announced the arrival of an Australian guest of

the conference in a press conference on November 14, with

no reference to the identity of the guest.

UNESCO’s decision to back away from the event was made

after a number of academics, European nations and the

United States called for boycotting the event due to the

Iranian government’s actions toward the opposition in the

2009 post-election unrest.

http://www.tehrantimes.com/index_View.asp?code=23072

5

***

6.7 Iran hosts World Philosophy Day ceremonies. Sunday, 21 November 2010 14:29

The inauguration ceremony of the World Philosophy Day

was held today at the presence of Iran's President

Mahmoud Ahmadinejad and a large number of Iranian and

foreign cultural authorities and philosophers in Tehran's

National Library.

According to IRIB

World Service, the

head of the Congress

of the World

Philosophy Day

Gholamali Haddad

Adel in the ceremony

said that this year's

subject is the

philosophy of notion [= theory] and practice, adding that

the problems of today's world should be solved by relying

on the philosophy of notion and practice. Haddad Adel said

if the world's problems were supposed to be solved

through political talks, the establishment of the United

Nations showed that they will not be solved only by relying

on such issues. The head of the Congress of International

Philosophy Day added that the global issues should be

solved through philosophy because it is not merely a

scientific sport and the great philosophers are the thinkers

who focus on human beings. This year, Iran as the first

Asian country is hosting the World Philosophy Day.

http://english.irib.ir/news/political/item/68034-iran-hosts-

world-philosophy-day-ceremonies

***

6.8 World Philosophy Day confab opens in Iran, Trend, 21.11.2010

International Philosophy Day conference opened in Iranian capital on Sunday in the presence of President Mahmoud

Ahmadinejad, IRNA reported.

A group of domestic scholars and over 100 foreign philosophers are attending the three-

day seminar. Religion, politics, science, arts and tourism are among main topics to be

discussed by participants in the international gathering who are attending various expert

panels.

President Ahmadinejad and Gholam-Ali Haddad-Adel, an MP from Tehran, will address the

seminar. A conference within the World Philosophy Day has been held at the initiative of

UNESCO on the third Thursday of November since 2002. France, Italy, Turkey, Morocco,

Russia were the venues in previous years. The philosophers of the world countries were

to meet in Iran this year. However, the congress in Iran was canceled due to local and

international philosophers' protest. Iran decided to hold an international congress of

philosophers itself.

http://en.trend.az/regions/iran/1784873.html

***

With president Ahmadinejad:

6.9 International World Day of Philosophy inaugurates. 21 November 2010

The conference of World Day of Philosophy was

inaugurated this morning (Sun. 21 Nov.) with the presence

of the president and internal and international guests at

the National Library. During this ceremony, the president

said "Today that tyranny has blocked man's way to

happiness, the need for a perfect man's guidance is more

felt. The savior should come and lead mankind to truth and

save him from tyranny and injustice."

He considered mankind as the most important object of

creation and said: "For mankind, the most important goal

is to achieve eternal happiness and perfection and the

movement towards happiness is only achieved through

knowledge of the Creator, Mankind, and the World. The

need for knowing these three subjects is inherent in man's

nature and he can achieve perfection to the extent that he

knows and believes in them."

He continued: "God's promise can never come unfulfilled.

With the emergence of perfect man all

universal potentials become active and divine traits will be

completely manifested in the world. That is when mankind

can taste divine truth and compassion. That day is not far.

Come, friends, let us play a good role in the realization of

God's promise."

The conference has started today 21 Nov. 2010 and will

last until Tuesday 23 November at the National Library.

There is an exhibition in line with the conference which

presents philosophical achievements of Iran in the last 3

decades including books, dissertations, thesis papers as

well as a photo exposition.

http://www.ibna.ir/vdcfmjdc.w6dcya7riw.html
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6.10 Iran hosting 2010 World Philosophy Day. Tuesday November 23, 2010 8:40AM
Iran is currently hosting an international conference in

Tehran on the occasion of World Philosophy Day with the

theme of 'theory and practice.' Scholars, intellectuals and

academics from across the world have participated in the

three-day conference (November 21-23) to discuss current

challenges in the modern world.

Participants debated relations between philosophy and

religion as well as politics and society on the second day of

the conference on Monday. Also high on the agenda were

discussions on ways to achieve global peace.

Addressing the meeting, Deputy Director of the conference

Gholam-Reza A'avani said that global problems were

created by man and can therefore be resolved by man.

The Tehran headquarters of Iran's Institute of Wisdom and

Philosophy serves as the venue for the conference. The

International Philosophy Day was initiated by UNESCO and

is celebrated every November in a different country. The

day is observed worldwide in order to commemorate the

birthday of Socrates. The conference was hosted at the

UNESCO headquarters every year from 2002 to 2005.

However, since then the organization gave other countries

the chance to host the conference. So far, Chile, Morocco,

Turkey, Italy, and Russia have hosted the event.

Last year, Iran sent a formal letter to UNESCO, detailing

the high status and the history of philosophy in the country

and was subsequently selected as the venue of the World

Philosophy Day in 2010. The ongoing conference also

provides the guests with the opportunity to become more

familiar with Iranian culture and philosophy.

http://www.presstv.ir/detail/152134.html

***

6.11 British Academy fellow told IBNA:

Western logic underwent flexible revolution, 25 Nov 2010

Dr Wilfrid Hodges, fellow of British Academy and logic and

math expert attending World Philosophy Day international

conference, stated that western logic underwent

transformation in line with changes of the time and was

applied in computer sciences.

IBNA: The emeritus professor of the universities of London

and Queen Mary and fellow of British Academy attending

World Philosophy Day conference in Tehran told IBNA:

“Western thinkers and logicians believe that logic in the

east degenerated after Khajeh Nasir Tousi and after him,

logic books were compiled rather for instruction and

definitions. These books lacked scientific depth and it is

said by experts that even ‘Al-Shamsia’ - the most

important book in logic after Khajeh Nasir – lacks the

proper scientific depth.”

He continued: “Of course, there are number of noteworthy

compilations after this period but none of them could

retrieve logic to the heights of that period.”

He then referred to a book by Khaled Al-Rouhib, Lebanese

historian and professor at Harvard University, who has

made an analysis of this science up to 1900 and has

mentioned the reasons for the downfall of logic in the world

of Islam.

Hodges regarded Avicenna as the greatest logicians of the

world of Islam and said: “In the long period after Aristotle,

Avicenna and Leibnitz are two great figures in logic.”

Fellow of British Academy also commented upon the

condition of logic in the western world and said: “Before

the 19th century, people knew logic as a science for

correcting principles, statements, rules and grammar of

language. This mentality shows that the use of logic has

been very limited before this period.”

Hodges added: “After the 19th century, logic underwent a

revolution and found its way into the world of computer

and expanded its relationship with mathematics. Logic and

math entered the computer world and this proves that

western logic has adapted itself according to the changes

of time and so it has shown a flexible revolution within.

Wilfrid Augustine Hodges (born 1941) is a British

mathematician, known for his work in model theory. Wilfrid

Hodges' books are written in an informal style. The "Notes

on Notation" in his book "Model theory" end with the

following characteristic sentence: 'I' means I, 'we' means

we.

When this 780-page book appeared in 1993, it quickly

became one of the standard textbooks on model theory.

Due to its success an abbreviated version (but with a new

chapter on stability theory) was published as a paperback.

Hodges was in Tehran for attending World Philosophy Day

international conference.

http://www.ibna.ir/vdca60na.49nam1gtk4.html

***

7. And now an AFTERWORD in the form of three articles:

7.1 Opposition Shows Life Around Friday Prayer, 17 July 2009

7.2 Fredrick Toben in the Palestine Telegraph, 13 August 2010

7.3 Israel is the root cause of global terrorism: Baroness Tonge, 16 November 2010

***
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7.1 Opposition Shows Life Around Friday Prayer

By Sara Farhang, July 17, 2009

TEHRAN, (IPS) - Amid a flurry of anticipation and

speculation, former Iranian president Akbar Hashemi

Rafsanjani led Friday prayers in Tehran this week. The

event set off massive protests around the first official

appearance of several opposition leaders since the

crackdown on protesters following the disputed Jun. 12

presidential election.

Rafsanjani, who heads the powerful Expediency Council, is

himself a thought to be a behind-the-scenes supporter of

the ostensible loser, Mir Hossein Moussavi, who attended

Friday prayers for the first time since the election crisis.

Doors at the event were closed at 10 a.m. and massive

crowds were turned away, told that the mosque was

already full.

Hundreds of thousands of people who had gathered outside

the mosque at Tehran University began to march

peacefully toward the university's main entrance.

The presence of security forces was heavy and people

intending to attend Friday prayers were beaten, tear-

gassed and shot with rubber bullets. Though crowds were

dispersed, they regrouped in other parts of the city and

Tehran was witness to yet another afternoon of violence.

Rafsanjani took the podium at the Tehran Prayers after an

almost two-month absence from his rotating position as

the temporary Friday prayer leader and four weeks after

the announcement of the election results, which many

believe fraudulently reinstated Mahmoud Ahmadinejad as

president.

The election results and Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei's

subsequent support of Ahmadinejad's win have left the

country with a distrustful and angry public and splits

among the political elite and the ruling clergy.

Iran has witnessed an unprecedented state of domestic

turmoil – the largest crisis since the Iranian Revolution in

1979 - with no promise of a quick resolution.

There were varied expectations of Rafsanjani today. Some

had hoped that, like Moussavi and Mehdi Karroubi, the two

reformist candidates who stood against Ahmadinejad in the

elections, Rafsanjani too would support outright the claim

of election fraud and refuse to accept the legitimacy of the

new government. Others expected that he would take a

conciliatory tone pressing for unity and resolution of

conflicts.

True to his reputation as a diplomat, Rafsanjani's presence

at the Friday prayers, which drew an unexpectedly high

number of participants, and his speech proved useful for a

political spin by all groups. But his words were more

critical of conservatives and the election results than most

political observers had expected. “In the elections which

took place, we had a very good start and a good

competition took place," Rafsanjani said. "The four

candidates who were approved by the Guardian Council

competed, and the public was hopeful about the free

nature of the elections and participated in unprecedented

numbers. We were prepared for a huge moment of pride,

which we should attribute to the people, and we have to

thank the people for their presence and participation in the

elections, but I wish that those conditions would have

continued through to today, but it did not happen as we

had intended," he added.

Rafsanjani said the five-day extension provided to the

Guardian Council to review the election results was a good

decision, but "the opportunity was not well utilised".

He pointed to a distrustful public, "whose numbers are not

small, and include a large portion of the learned people of

our country, who claim that they have doubts [about the

election results]."

"We have to work toward addressing those doubts,"

Rafsanjani said. "These are bitter times and conditions. We

have all incurred losses. Why did it have to be so?"

Rafsanjani made a case for unity as a means to stand

against existing threats. As a step toward restoring the

public's trust, he called for the release of political

prisoners, freeing of restrictions on the press, and an even-

handed and unbiased approach by the state broadcasting

company, which many believe has supported Ahmadinejad

and which Rafsanjani blamed as a contributor to the

current state of turmoil.

Rafsanjani also called for open dialogue in the form of

debates between the different groups, the making of

amends with discontented clerics and with those who are in

mourning, referring to the killing of protesters by security

officials.

But Rafsanjani's proclamations did little to cool the anger

of Iranians who braved beatings with batons and tear gas,

protested for several hours after the close of the Friday

prayers, and chanted slogans like "Allah-o-Akbar," "Death

to the Dictator," "Death to Russia," and "My martyred

compatriot, I will get your vote back."

Hossein Bastani, a member of the editorial board of Rooz

Online, a popular online Farsi-language daily based in

France, believes that Rafsanjani's style to date has been

not to directly oppose the supreme leader.

"Rafsanjani will not act in such a way as to be labeled as

an opposition figure. He heads two powerful bodies, the

Expediency Council and the Assembly of Experts, so he will

not cross any red lines and will not risk losing his powerful

positions within the system," he said.

But according to Bastani, Rafsanjani will use these

positions whenever possible to oppose Ahmadinejad.

Moussavi and Karroubi also attended the Friday prayers,

marking Moussavi's first public appearance in weeks.

According to one female participant, the mood of the

Friday Prayers was extremely tense. A report by Saham

News claims that Karroubi was accosted on his way to the

Friday Prayers by plainclothes security agents and again

after he left the event.

A female protester who got caught in the violence outside

Tehran University said that "the level of violence used by

security forces was extreme. They beat people on the

streets, regardless of age or gender. But all of this did not

deter protesters and it won't deter them in the future."

According to videos released on the internet, some

protesters chanted: "I will kill, I will die, but I will get my

vote back."

One human rights activist, who spoke on the condition of

anonymity, expressed fears about the continuation of

violence.

"Authorities refuse to take the public's objections seriously

and only tell them to resolve their disputes through legal

channels, which we all know is not viable alternative," the

activist said. "It is quite possible that citizens, when faced

with this level of violence, will also resort to violence."

In his sermon today, Rafsanjani stressed the importance of

people's participation, warning against the presence of a

disgruntled public on the streets. He reiterated the need to
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value both the Islamic nature of the state and the political

structure of the republic.

But according to the human rights activist interviewed by

IPS, "The public is looking for some sort of strategy or plan

to address what lies before them - a government viewed

by many to be illegitimate and the fate of the republic. This

is not being offered."

Earlier in the week, the Moussavi camp offered a way out

of the stalemate, in line with his calls for utilising legal

channels.

On Jul. 14, Alireza Behesthi, an advisor to Moussavi,

announced an intention to establish a broad political

coalition that would work as a network rather than as an

umbrella group. The news was welcomed by many

reformists, who see an opportunity for pressing for the

rights of citizens.

But on Jul. 15, according to a report by the state-run news

agency, Mohammad Abbas Zadeh Meshkini, a high-ranking

official at the Interior Ministry, which oversees the issuance

of operating licenses to political organisations, announced

that "political groups and parties, regardless of how they

choose to identify themselves, need to receive an

operating permit from the Ministry of Interior."

Meshkini's statement signals a potential roadblock in

Moussavi's attempt to pursue his demands through legal

channels, leaving the opposition few outlets other than

continued protests.

http://ipsnews.net/news.asp?idnews=47712

***

A Message for BELIEVERS in western democracy:

If you think the above is bad and does not happen in

western democratic countries, perhaps a view of

material from this website may disabuse you of the

childlike innocence uninformed citizens have of their

own country. Carol A. Valentine, President, Public

Action, Inc. offers you the following opportunity:

See the handiwork of the world's leading terrorist

organization, the FBI. Visit the Waco Holocaust

Electronic Museum and see what they did to the

mothers and children.

http://www.publicaction.com/SkyWriter/WacoMuseum

***

... and here is something that’s significant because of its timeliness in revealing the fact that some

Palestinian sympathisers actually believe in the ‘Holocaust-Shoah’ lies...

7.2 FredrickToben in thePalestineTelegraph -Gene, August 13th 2010, 10:00 pm

The Palestine Telegraph– which still lists George
Galloway and Lauren Booth on its “Board of
Patrons”– features an extended sympathetic
interview with Fredrick Toben, a leading Holocaust
denier.

Toben and friend at Tehran Holocaust Denial

conference!

The interviewer, Kourosh Ziabari, writes:

>>Dr. Fredrick Töben is a German-born Australian author

and founder and former director of the Adelaide Institute.

He has written numerous books on education, political

science and history and is best known as a historical

revisionist who has extensively argued the veracity of

Holocaust accounts by the Jewish historians. Due to his

holocaust denial, he has been imprisoned three times in

Germany, United Kingdom and Australia.

Here is a segment of Töben’s rambling, as published by the

Palestine Telegraph:

FT: The Second World War’s legacy is still with us to this

day and that is why it is important to have an historical

perspective on all this, namely that World War One and

World War Two were actually a 30-year war period, which

can be called a European civil war. The outcome was the

establishment of the State of Israel that is quite clear when

one asks: who benefited from this conflict? The Zionist

program of the 1890s had come to fruition at the expense

of the Palestinians. The fabricated ‘Holocaust’ narrative

assists in cementing the myth that Palestine was a land

without people, and the world knows that to this day ethnic

cleansing continues unabated with the western

democracies not lifting a finger to stop this process.

When White House correspondent of over 50 years,

Lebanese Helen Thomas, was asked about the Palestinian

crisis she responded honestly: send the Jews back home.

Where is home, she was asked. Germany and Poland, she

replied. The next day she apologized and lost her job.

It must be remembered that any kind of war is multi-

faceted, as we witnessed in our time with the Iraq-Iran

war, the 2003 Iraq invasion by the Anglo-American-Zionist

forces, the Afghan conflict and the current intention by

these forces to attack Iran.

The ideological battle lines are still national versus

international, and not the false dialectic of left and right-

wing politics, as Anthony Lowenstein wishes to believe. As

a Jew Lowenstein opposes the Zionists but believes in the

‘Holocaust’ ideology-lies as well as in the Marxist-Trotskyist

nonsense that is based on Talmud thinking.

KZ: Your viewpoint regarding Holocaust has been usually

distorted and misrepresented. What’s your exact stance on

it? Did the mass killing of Jews by the Nazi forces in

concentration camps take place? Has its extent been

exaggerated by the Israelis to attract the commiseration of

the Western powers? Is it being employed as an

instrument of subjugating and oppressing the Palestinian

people?

FT: I follow Professors Arthur Butz and Robert Faurisson in

their deliberations on this topic, and both conclude that the

premise, pillars on which the ‘Holocaust’ narrative rests, 6

million Jews killed, systematic state extermination policy,

murder weapon a gas chamber, cannot be sustained as

being the truth of the matter. As Butz says, it is rubbish to

hold such a view, and Faurisson calls it a lie. It is not for

Revisionists to prove their assertions but for those who

believe in the ‘Holocaust’ to prove their case, which to date

has not been done. Faurisson’s challenge: ‘Show me or

draw me the homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz’ has not

been taken up by anyone. What does happen is legal



persecution that leads to personal and financial ruin and

imprisonment. That speaks for itself, and then there is the

defamation of those who refuse to believe in the

‘Holocaust’ with the following shut-up words, hater,

Holocaust denier, antisemitist, racist, Nazi, and even

terrorist.

It is thanks to the courageous Iranian President, Dr

Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, who informed the world that the

‘Holocaust’ is being misused by those who oppress the

Palestinian people. This linkage is fundamental in solving

the crisis facing the Middle East, and only after its

resolution will the area come to rest. The focus on Iran as

a rogue nuclear state is a mere pretext used by the Anglo

7. 3 Israel is the root cause of global terrorism: Baroness Tonge

By staff and agencies

Liberal Democrat Peer Jenny Tonge

cause of global terrorism and problems like Kashmir and

Palestine are alienating Muslims all over the world.

Speaking at the Strategic Defense and Security Review on

Sunday at the House of Lords in London, she said, “The ill

treatment of Palestinians by Israel is held up as an

example of how the West treats Muslims and is at the root

cause of terrorism worldwide. Even (the Quartet's Middle

East envoy) Tony Blair has now admitted this publicly,” she

noted. Baroness Tonge told the House of Lords that Israel's

behavior toward Palestinians goes unchecked, possibly

because of “Holocaust guilt” or “the power of the pro

lobby” in the UK and the United States. Commenting on

two unresolved conflicts in the Islamic world, Tonge said,

“It is a disgrace to us all that problems such as Kashmir

and Palestine are still alienating Muslims all over the

world.”

Who be these two gentlemen? And the importance of eating

vegan like Peter Hartung, and an example of a statue pretending to be a flower pot at the Espinas Hotel

Prof. Gholamreza Aavani heads the Iranian Institute of Philosophy whose staff and its numerous
helpers made this Teheran Philosophy Day
such a success. For that I say: Thank you
You have shown the world that philosophical dialogue
is flourishing in IRAN.

>>>>>>>THE END<<<<<<<

But a new

beginning for

persecution that leads to personal and financial ruin and

imprisonment. That speaks for itself, and then there is the

defamation of those who refuse to believe in the

up words, hater,

Holocaust denier, antisemitist, racist, Nazi, and even

It is thanks to the courageous Iranian President, Dr

Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, who informed the world that the

‘Holocaust’ is being misused by those who oppress the

nian people. This linkage is fundamental in solving

the crisis facing the Middle East, and only after its

resolution will the area come to rest. The focus on Iran as

a rogue nuclear state is a mere pretext used by the Anglo-

American-Zionist powers to retai

entity called Israel.<<

***

Now I know Galloway, who has

should be a crime, will be outraged at this news. He will

resign from the Palestine Telegraph’

call for the rearrest of Töben. The only question is whether

he will demand the prosecution of the PT’s founder, Sameh

Habeeb, for propagating the views of a Holocaust denier.

Here, for those who missed it, are Galloway and Habeeb

exchanging views about Harry’s Place (starting about 6:00)

on his Press TV program earlier this year.

http://hurryupharry.org/2010/08/13/fredrick

palestine-telegraph/

7. 3 Israel is the root cause of global terrorism: Baroness Tonge
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says Israel is the

cause of global terrorism and problems like Kashmir and

Palestine are alienating Muslims all over the world.

Speaking at the Strategic Defense and Security Review on

ndon, she said, “The ill-

treatment of Palestinians by Israel is held up as an

example of how the West treats Muslims and is at the root

Even (the Quartet's Middle

East envoy) Tony Blair has now admitted this publicly,” she

ed. Baroness Tonge told the House of Lords that Israel's

behavior toward Palestinians goes unchecked, possibly

because of “Holocaust guilt” or “the power of the pro-Israel

lobby” in the UK and the United States. Commenting on

e Islamic world, Tonge said,

“It is a disgrace to us all that problems such as Kashmir

and Palestine are still alienating Muslims all over the

She also attacked Britain’s coalition government for its

anti-Iran policies and its close ties with Isra

She went on say that “cynics might think Britain is at the

ready to help Israel attack Iran.

Is it Holocaust guilt? We should be guilty

should. Is it the power of the pro

the USA? Or is it the need, maybe, to have an aircraft

carrier called Israel in the Middle East, from which to

launch attacks on countries such as Iran? The cynic might

think that that is why HMS Ark Royal and the Harriers

(fighter jets) can be dispensed with (as part

cuts) -- (since) we already have a static ‘Ark Royal’ in a

strategic position, armed to the teeth and ready to fight,

provided that we do not offend Israel,” she said.

http://www.tehrantimes.com/index_View.asp?code=23054
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? And the importance of eating must never be underestimated, not even even

an example of a statue pretending to be a flower pot at the Espinas Hotel

***
Prof. Gholamreza Aavani heads the Iranian Institute of Philosophy whose staff and its numerous
helpers made this Teheran Philosophy Day conference
such a success. For that I say: Thank you – thank you.
You have shown the world that philosophical dialogue

>>>>>>>THE END<<<<<<<

But a new

beginning for

6

Zionist powers to retain the myth of the Zionist

***

Now I know Galloway, who has said that Holocaust denial

should be a crime, will be outraged at this news. He will

Palestine Telegraph’s Board of Patrons and

call for the rearrest of Töben. The only question is whether

he will demand the prosecution of the PT’s founder, Sameh

Habeeb, for propagating the views of a Holocaust denier.

Here, for those who missed it, are Galloway and Habeeb

changing views about Harry’s Place (starting about 6:00)

on his Press TV program earlier this year.

http://hurryupharry.org/2010/08/13/fredrick-toben-in-the-

7. 3 Israel is the root cause of global terrorism: Baroness Tonge

She also attacked Britain’s coalition government for its

Iran policies and its close ties with Israel.

She went on say that “cynics might think Britain is at the

ready to help Israel attack Iran. Why do we let it continue?

Is it Holocaust guilt? We should be guilty -- of course we

should. Is it the power of the pro-Israel lobby here and in

is it the need, maybe, to have an aircraft

carrier called Israel in the Middle East, from which to

launch attacks on countries such as Iran? The cynic might

think that that is why HMS Ark Royal and the Harriers

(fighter jets) can be dispensed with (as part of UK defense

(since) we already have a static ‘Ark Royal’ in a

strategic position, armed to the teeth and ready to fight,

provided that we do not offend Israel,” she said.

http://www.tehrantimes.com/index_View.asp?code=23054

must never be underestimated, not even even for a

an example of a statue pretending to be a flower pot at the Espinas Hotel.

Prof. Gholamreza Aavani heads the Iranian Institute of Philosophy whose staff and its numerous
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Kevin MacDonald: As Usual, Jews Vote Democrat
November 6, 2010 http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2010/11/jews-vote-democrat/#more-4704
In the 2008 election, an overwhelming 83% of Jews voted for

Obama. Since then, the Obama administration has not been

sufficiently pro-Israel to satisfy the the pro-ethnic

cleansing/apartheid crowd at AIPAC and the Weekly Standard.

The empire struck back, organizing “The Emergency

Committee for Israel” to try to panic Jewish voters into voting

for Republicans.

It didn’t work. As Eric Alterman notes, Jews split 66 to 31 in

favor of Democrats. This is down from the 83% for for Obama,

but more in line with traditional patterns. Alterman points to a

gap between the leadership and rank and file Jews. To some

extent this is true, but explicitly Jewish organizations like the

ADL and the Simon Wiesenthal Center and de facto Jewish

organizations like the $PLC remain bastions of a multicultural

America, closely associated with the political left. And, as

Norman Podhoretz points out, citing an academic study, Jews

“back Republicans only so long as they adopted the liberal

position on ‘such bellwether issues … as immigration, abortion,

gay rights and the separation of church and state.’”

Diaspora Jews in the West react primarily as a Diaspora group,

and that means identifying with the multicultural, pro-

immigration, anti-White left. The Jewish identification with the

left is a strategy designed to increase Jewish power as an elite

hostile to the White European majority of America. Indeed, the

organized Jewish community has not only been the most

important force in ending the European bias of American

immigration laws, it has assiduously courted alliances with

non-White ethnic groups, including Blacks, Latinos, and

Asians; and these groups are overwhelmingly aligned with the

Democratic Party. As the Geert Wilders case shows, the

organized Jewish community and the neocons (who often favor

the Republicans) will not support any political candidate who is

opposed to massive non-White immigration no matter how

fervently they support Israel.

I suspect that most Jews simply don’t believe that Israel is in a

dire emergency despite the machinations of Bill Kristol and his

friends. And they are right. The Obama administration could

doubtless have been more supine in the face of Israel’s

behavior, but in fact Israel has done nothing to conform to any

putative US pressure. Indeed, asUri Avnery notes, “For two

years now he has succeeded in thwarting every effort by

Barack Obama to compel him to start a real peace process. He

has defeated him at every turn, time after time. Now Obama

has suffered a stinging setback at home, and a new chapter

has begun.” Netanyahu recently turned down a plea to

postpone settlement building for two months, a move seen as

intended to give Obama no help immediately before the

election. If Israel can thumb its nose at a Democratic

administration with a solidly Democratic Congress, where’s the

emergency?

Moreover, in March it took AIPAC only three days to get 327

members of the House to pass a resolution asking the Obama

administration to stop pressuring Israel. All the leaders of both

parties signed the letter. Some emergency.

And if there is no emergency, then Jews go into their default

mode of voting Democrat. It’s a no brainer.

Finally, Alterman quotes a writer who suggests that “Israel-

oriented attack campaigns aren’t really aimed at Jewish voters

so much as they are aimed at conservative Christians anxious

about terrorism and who imagine themselves as having some

kind of religious/cultural kinship with Jews.”

The CNN exit poll found that 78% of Christian Evangelicals

voted Republican in the Congressional races—the most lop-

sided percentage for any religious group. Nevertheless, the

recent pro-Israel campaigns are not likely to have been

critical. In 2008, Evangelicals voted 70% Republican in

Congressional races. This is less than in the recent election,

but surely the increase from 2008-2010 is most likely due to

the general Republican surge among all White groups in this

election, brought on by disenchantment with Obama and the

Democrats. In other words, it is much more likely to be due to

the increased racialization of American politics brought on by

the reality of the Obama administration than to Bill Kristol

fanning the flames of an emergency over Israel.
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Anger as Germany cuts funding to Orthodox Jews
The German government has ignited a row with the country's Orthodox Jews after it

stopped funding the training of Orthodox rabbis – 01 November 2010

There are now some 120,000 Jews living in Germany, and many are Orthodox Photo: REUTERS
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/germany/8101367/Anger-as-Germany-cuts-funding-to-Orthodox-

Jews.html

Remember this photograph?
After the 1979 Iranian Revolution Iraq became best friends with USA, until the

second Gulf War of 1991 when Iraq invaded Kuwait. Donald Rumsfeld, special envoy to the

Middle East, here meets Saddam Hussein on 20 December 1983. The rest of this sordid

history is embedded in the lies of WMD, which rest on the greater lie of 9:11, which in turn

rests on the massive Holocaust-Shoah lie. The latest universal scam is the g;lobal warming

hoax -0 the IMF and World Bank want to administer the CARBON TAX collected from all

nations!

_____________________________________
Germany has 'utterly failed' to build multicultural society

The German Chancellor, Angela Merkel, has said her country's attempts to build a post-war

multi-cultural society have "utterly failed".
By Allan Hall, in Berlin, 17 Oct ober 2010

Mrs Merkel broke a long standing taboo in Germany to address

the immigration issue in a milestone speech at Potsdam near

Berlin as right-wing feelings rise. Mrs Merkel told a meeting of

the youth wing of her party: "Multikulti, the concept that we

are now living side by side and are happy about it. "This

approach has failed, utterly," she said just days after a new

poll showed a third of all Germans viewed immigrants as

welfare cheats. She said: "We feel bound to the Christian

image of humanity, that is what defines us. Those who do not

accept this are in the wrong place here." "Germans should also

talk about their values and their increasing alienation from

religion, in order to affirm their sense of country and society."

Mrs She said that immigrants who did chose to live in

Germany must adapt and learn to speak German as "quickly

as possible."

Mindful of the German legacy of the Second World War and

atonement for racial policies that cost millions their lives,

German politicians since 1945 have tended only to speak in

broad positive terms of the "multikulti" society as it is known.

The ratcheting up in the political tone, allied as it is with the

fears of the population about unemployment and loss of

identity, triggered a sharp warning from Jewish leaders in

Germany that democracy is under threat.

"A recent expert study should prompt the government to act

against antidemocratic ideas," the secretary general of the

Central Council of Jews in Germany, Stephan Kramer, told a

German newspaper on Sunday. "All possible cultural circles are

being stigmatised, defamed and tarred with the same brush. I

find it on the one hand irresponsible and on the other, shabby.

He said the current debate on integration of migrants and

immigration was making people feel "uneasy and scared."
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/german

y/8069365/Germany-has-utterly-failed-to-build-multicultural-

society.html

VIDEO LINK:
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/german

y/8069434/Angela-Merkel-multicuturalism-has-failed.html

*
Israel stops whistleblower Mordechai Vanunu getting

German Prize

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Md1q7cRASd0

*
______________________________


